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What will we cover?

Let’s explore a small bit of history first!

What tuning methodology should I use? D6 or C6? Linear or Re-entrant?

How and where do we source class teaching materials?

How can I source a class set of ukuleles?

Resources, the real reason you’re here! A package to get you started!



Why ukuleles?

In 1967, Halifax, Nova Scotia District Director of Music Education J. 
Chalmers Doane was searching for a way to increase engagement 
in music throughout the schools of the Halifax district.  When 
deciding on the path of music education for the district, Chalmers 
had one question for himself:
“Is there an instrument that can be used to foster music literacy in 
classroom settings that is fun to play, inexpensive, portable, and 
suited to any style of music?”1

He found his answer in the ukulele.

1 https://ukuleleintheclassroom.com/our-story



A brief bit of history

While most would associate the ukulele with the tropical islands of Hawaii, the origin of the ukulele actually 
begins halfway around the world on the small island of Madeira, Portugal.  

“The instrument, with its four plastic strings and a short neck, originated in Europe and was introduced to 
Hawaii in 1879 when a Portuguese immigrant named Joao Fernandez jumped off the boat and started 
strumming and singing with his braguinha (a small guitar-like instrument, sometimes called the machete). 
The crowd of Hawaiians were so impressed by his fingerboard prestidigitations that they called the 
instrument “ukulele,” which translates to “jumping flea.” Fernandez and the instrument became a local 
sensation, and the reigning monarch Kalakaua even learned how to play it. By 1900, the sound of the ukulele 
was ubiquitous across the Islands, where it was pronounced by Hawaiians as “oo-ku-lay-lay.””2

2https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2015/01/though-it-be-little-the-rise-of-the-ukulele/384453/#:~:text=The%20instrument%2C%20with%20its
%20four,%2C%20sometimes%20called%20the%20machete).



What’s in a name?

Braguinha, Cavaquinho, Ukulele!  

In Portugal, the instrument is called a braguinha.  The instrument is a slight bit narrower than the ukulele, has 
a 17-fret neck, and is tuned D, G, B, D (similar to a banjo).
In Brazil (where there was a long Portuguese occupation) the instrument came to be called the cavaquinho 
and usually has a 19-fret neck.  The cavaquinho is a popular Samba instrument and tuned the same as a 
braguinha!
In both cases, the tuning is most similar to “Hawaiian Slack Key” which is tuned G, C, E, G but both the 
braguinha and cavaquinho fit more closely in the D6 tuning scheme.

So how did we get to tuning our ukuleles in the D6 (A, D, F#, B) or C6 (G, C, E, A) tonal centres?



Let’s talk tuning!

D6 (A, D, F# B)

J. Chalmers Doane chose this method for tuning 

ukuleles in schools for a few reasons:

1) Often being used for younger students, the 

higher key centre suits younger voices.

2) This tuning is directly translatable to the learning 

that some students were already doing with 

orchestral strings (using a D Scale as its base)

4) Easy integration of Rhythm Section

C6 (G, C, E, A)

Lowering tuning set more commonly found by those 
posting materials on the internet.
Suits adult voices in timbre more than D6 tuning.  
More closely relates to Hawaiian Slack Key tuning 
(2nd inversion C triad).
Harder to integrate a bass player in the beginning.

See more here: 
https://www.ukuleleyes.com/issues/vol9/no1/featu
re.htm



Linear or Re-entrant?

Linear tuning sets the ukulele up from low to high 

pitch in order (sometimes called Low A or Low G 

tuning).

I personally recommend this as it allows for more 

flexibility when picking melodies and can help 

students match pitch when singing.

This gives a much broader sound and is more closely 

related to the tuning of a guitar.

Re-entrant tuning means that the first pitch is 

higher than the second.

This tuning is considered a more “traditional 

Hawaiian” sound (and was the way musicians such 

as IZ tuned their ukuleles).

Has a limited range when picking melodies and can 

be hard to match pitch while singing for developing 

voices.



Questions so far?



Where can I find teaching materials?

If you are teaching band or choir, it can be a very straightforward process to procure your teaching materials.  

You can simply go to a publisher and purchase the teaching items you need.  

While this is now somewhat true for ukulele (at least there are some method books commercially available), 

finding ukulele ensemble materials is next to impossible.  

Let’s explore some method books first!



James Hill’s Ukulele 
in the Classroom

This is a series of three method books that Langley, BC 
native James Hill has created using the fundamentals of 
the J. Chalmers Doane ukulele program developed.  It 
starts at the very beginning of learning the ukulele and 
works its way to advanced playing.  

This method is available in D6 and C6 tuning and has 
teacher’s guides.

https://www.uketropolis.com/classroom



Little Ukers

This comprehensive method was designed by SD61 
teacher Melissa McKnight and has proved to be 
successful implemented in younger years (as young 
as kindergarten!).
This two level series is excellently structured and 
very child friendly.  
Available in both D6 and C6 tuning.

https://empiremusic.ca/index.php?route=product/s
earch&search=little%20ukers



Classroom Ukulele 
Method and Ukulele 
Encore
An older series by J. Chalmers Doane.  It is a well 
structured series designed to be delivered by a 
teacher to students.
Ukulele Encore is a series of songs however, most 
are no longer relevant to students in current 
classroom settings.
It is tried, tested, and true but I would suggest it as a 
supplement only.

Available in D6 only



A Music Reading 
Program for Ukulele

Lovingly called “The Blue Book”, this program by 
former Sask. teacher, J. Marven Shields was created 
to follow the Doane ukulele method.
This method is still a fantastic method for teaching 
note reading, sight reading, and theory.
This book is still in use by the Island Ukuleles 
program.

Available in D6 only



What about ensemble songs?

This is where it can get tricky!  We can’t typically just buy songs for ukulele ensemble.
Some beginning strings songs in the keys of D and G work for ensemble songs however, this is not a great solution. 
Programs such as Island Ukuleles, Pacifica Ukes, Langley Ukulele Ensemble, and others typically create our own 
arrangements of songs that we wish to perform.  This requires some background theory knowledge and a program 
such as Musescore, Sibelius, Finale, etc.
If you wish to create “sing and strum” songs from popular songs, I would suggest ultimate-guitar.com
You can often find versions of songs to copy and you can transpose keys to find a more suitable one for your students 
to play in.
Always ask other teachers for songs and resources!  You’ll find ukulele educators are more than happy to share what 
we have developed!

Examples of both are included in the materials package for you!



How to source ukuleles

First and foremost, ask around in your district if any school has ukuleles they are not using.  Some of the 
instruments may require some TLC but you may find that you can get what you need to start!
If you need to buy ukuleles, work with the education reps in the music stores around your budgeting and 
needs.  Tapestry Music, Long & McQuade, Tom Lee Music, and Empire Music all will do what they can to help 
a school program grow!
In general, budgeting for a new class set of ukuleles (30 instruments) you should look to have about $100 per 
instrument.  PAC’s can be very helpful in this process.
I would recommend soprano size ukes for elementary and concert for middle or high school.
To keep within the $100/instrument or less range I would recommend: Classic, Kala, Kala Makala, or Ohana.
I would never recommend the colourful ones as they are not as sturdy and tend to cause problems amongst 
students who aren’t happy with the colour they get.



There are lots of different ukulele styles and sizes you can choose from!



Set Up Your Music 
Room for Success!

Set up visible chord charts for you and your 

students’ reference.

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Uk

ulele-Chord-Charts-D6-tuning-367945

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Uk

ulele-Chord-Charts-C6-tuning-367952

Number and rack your ukuleles if possible.

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Ukulele-Chord-Charts-D6-tuning-367945
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Ukulele-Chord-Charts-D6-tuning-367945
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Ukulele-Chord-Charts-C6-tuning-367952
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Ukulele-Chord-Charts-C6-tuning-367952


Example of ukuleles on wall storage for easy student access.



Don’t be afraid to 
add visual aides!

Here I have three stickers on the ukulele.  You can 
use colours, letters, or anything that you can 
duplicate instrument to instrument. Mine visuals are 
laid out in the following way:
Fish - Note E
Monkey - Note G
Frog - Note A
This helps with quick learning of the D scale and 
provides visual markers for chord formations.



Questions Break!



Let’s have a look at the resource packages.


